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Physician/Entrepreneur

The year 1985 is the bicentennial anniversary of the birth
of Daniel Drake, one of America's most notable and controversial
pioneer physicians, authors, medical educators and entrepreneurs. He
had a medical preceptorshlp with Dr. William Goforth in Cincinnati
and received his M.D. degree from the Univeristy of Pennsylvania.
After teaching at Transylvania Medical School in Lexington,
Kentucky, he returned to Cincinnati and obtained from the Ohio
State legislature the charter for the Medical CoUege of Ohio in 1819,
the first of the colleges of the future University of Cincinnati. In
1821, he founded the Cincinnati Commercial Hospital and Lunatic
Assylurn as the teaching hospital and clinical laboratory for the
professors and students of the new medical school. The Cincinnati
General Hospital, now named the University Hospital, evolved from
these early efforts. For a time, he held a professorship of medicine
at Jefferson Medical School and later founded and taught at other
medical schools in the Midwest. While at Jefferson, his lecture room
overflowed with students from the University of Pennsylvania to hear
the eloquent backwoods professor.
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In addition, he founded the Cincinnati Eye and Ear
Infirmar y, a school for the blind, one of the first circulating libraries
in the middle west, as well as a museum , a railroad, a literary club
and debating society, a drug store and soda fountain, Christ Church, a
cemetery, a school, a college and a medical journal. William Osler
said, "He founded everything that is old and good in Cincinnati." He
died of pneumonia in 1&52. This Cincinnati Literary Club bUdget is
being presented as part of the bicentennial celebration.

Cholera in Cincinnati
July 1832 was a month of suspense in Cincinnati. The city
was threatened with epidemic cholera which had crossed from India
to Europe in 1829, and had entered the North American continent via
immigrants who had arrived at Montreal. Daniel Drake wrote a short
treatise on cholera "to present the physicians and reading public of
the Valley of the Mississippi with an authentic digest of the mos t
important facts relative to the causes, symptoms and treatment of
the epidemic which is now impending." In a postscript dated July 23,
1832, Drake reported that the epidemic had struck in A~bany, New
York City, Philadelphia and Fort Chicago, and was certamly headed
for Cincinnati.
Cholera, according to Drake, is derived from two G.r~ek
words and signifies a flow of bile out of the body :thro.ugh vomltmg
.
In the early 1&00's any kind of endemIc dlarrheal state
an d purgmg.
,
1
. f t
Most
was called cholera morbus or, in the young, cho era In. an ~m. h ! 1
h icians initially including Drake, believed that epidemlc c ? era
P ys
,
t'
of the common endemic summer diarrheal dlease
was an exagg era lon
. ' ms
h' h
know may be caused by many different micro-org~nls .
w lC ~ed never heard of the cholera vibrio which was decnbed by
D ra ke a .
h'
of outbreaks of cholera to
Koch il~ 1&83, nor of. t~ew~~l:~~~~~i;l~ed by John Snow in. London in
contammated water.whlc
thO book he was convmced that
1857', but by the time .he wrote
is
,
epidemic cholera was unique.
h t
k wn about the
In the first chapter , he lists w a was no
in various
epidemiology of cholera in Asia and Europe. It appeared
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places at the same time, usually during the summer mon~hs. .It well
nigh destroyed certain towns, but scarcely touched theIr neIghbors
and after several months returned to the towns initially affected. It
usually attacked the poor, the feeble, the destitute, the al~oholics
and those living in crowded quarters.
It fol~owed armIes, ~ut
surprisingly spared one division while wrecking hav,~~ on 1ts
neighbors. Its appearance in a locale was sudden a~d like oth~r
epidemics, it has been most fatal at the onset." When 1t appeared in
Europe in the Russian town of Orenburg on the Ural River, it was
reported that the season immediately preceding the appearance had
been irregular, inconstant and marked by many vississitudes -- that
the inhabitants had eaten fruits of bad quality, and that a drink made
of fermented mllk had failed. But such problems had occurred many
times before without the appearance of a cholera epidemic, and when
the fruits were banned, the disease continued relentlessly.
Sometimes it seemed to spread from person to person, other times
not. Physicians and nurses seldom became ill even after caring for
many cholera patients. The spread of the disease was so unlike that
of small pox, the epitome of contagious diseases, that most
physicians did not think that cholera was contagious. The learned
tried to link the appearance of Haley's comet, the vapors of the
night, the influence of sun and moon, exhalations from the bowels of
the earth, especially in relation to earthquakes, a peculiar change in
the relative proportions of gaseous and etherial fluids that constitute
the atmosphere.
The people of Europe had dreaded it as
contagious, the governments of Europe have
met it as contagious, and the physicians of
that continent have observed, experimented,
disputed, wrangled and written about its
contagiousness until they have split into
several sects.
Some felt it was absolutely contageous, some contingently
contagious, i.e., only when there were poor, crowded, enfeebled
people available to be attacked by the disease, but most, including
Drake, felt that the evidence of contageousness was poor.
Quarantine, as practiced in that period, by sending the army to
surround and isolate an affected city, was a failure. So Drake says,
"Actual exposure, then, to the atmosphere of the sick is indispensible,
but such exposure, it is admitted by all, will affect a very small
number only."
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He supported the animalcular hypothesis originally
John Crawford and Cotton Ma ther. According to Drake,
propose d by
.
.
. . bl
1
. h
animalcule is a minute creature like an lnsect, '1151 e on y W1t
~~e help of the mic roscope, abo~n~ng in stagnant water and by
inference in t he air as well. A mll lIon of them would not equal the
size of a gr ain of sand. Water containi ng an infusate of hay, oats,
wheat or other vegetable substances will, if left open to the air,
become f ull of lite-like minute, inv isible flies which are everywhere
hovering in the air and seeking a place to deposit their eggs. If the
container holding the water is covered by muslin or silk, the
infestation is prevented. He conjectures that these creatures are
poisonous, can be carried by the winds to places quite distant from
their origin and can account for many of the epidemiological
observations that other theories do not explain. He says,

1 am far from avowing my belief in its reality,
but am disposed to t hink tha t it explains more
of the facts than -- other hypotheses. This,
however, does not establish its truth.
There is a chapter on the sym ptoms and signs of cholera,
and another entitled "Appearance Afte r Death," desc ribing autopsy
results, which, except for the severe dehydration, were totally
nonspecific.
The chapter on treatmen is divided between that to be
administered by a physician and t hat whi ch neighbors and friends may
administer. Physicians prescribe blood letting, cupping, leeching,
emetics, should the patient be unable to vomit spontaneously or
purgatives like calomel if diar rhea does not begin promptly .
Antacids, narcotics, sudorifics, stimulants and antispasmodics also
may be helpful, in Drake's opinion. When a physician cannot be found
immediately, family or friends are ad/ ised
(1")0 hang the patient's teet off the bed into a

tub of salt water as strong as brine , as hot as
he can bear it, and frict ions app lied to them
with the hands, until he is turned around on
the bed; from which he should not r ise; and in
which his lowe r extremities should be weH
covered with blankets, and kept warm by b ~ gs
.
Whil e the bnthll"'S
of hot sand, or otherwls~. hould be prepared
a mustard poultlce S
~~e~n~n~ppli.ed hot over the pi.t of the stomach.
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__ if he does not vomit freely -- he should

drink a tumbler of water, weak lye made from
fresh clean ashes of the fireplace into which
should be thrown two or three heaping
teaspoons of the flour of mustard seed.
For excessive puking, Drake advised "laudanum with spirits of
hartshorn or ether mixed with lye ," It is amazing that anyone
survived the treatment, let alone the disease.
His final chapter is on prevention and mitigation of the
disease.
Quarantine is "like fighting the wind." Abatement of
nuisances such as tilth, stagnant water and impure air, especially
damp night air which he thought muslln window covers could keep
out, were important public health measures. Temporary cholera
hospitals should be established in the neighborhoods affected so that
families could be with patients in their dire extremity. Medicine
should be provided to the poor by the town or city and possibly a
retreat to the country, especially to a dry, elevated place might be
advantageous for the wealthy. He admonishes physicians to do their
duty by saying,
Medical men are indeed the legi tima te
defenders of the country, when invaded by an
epidemic disease, and should adopt as their
motto that the post of danger is the post of
duty and honor.
This li ttle volume is easy to read. It demonstrates how
ambivalent Drake was on the subject of contagion. Most of the time
he seems to believe in it, but when he discusses the terror that the
idea creates in the general public, and the mob violence against
cholera hospitals that the idea fostered in Europe, he argues against
it. He sponsors the animalcular theory of etiology, and mentions
water as a potential vehicle of spread, but for the most part he
thought in terms of transmission by air.
In December 1832, after epidemic cholera had struck
Cincinnati at the end of September of that year, Drake published an
article entitled "Epidemic Cholera in Cincinnati" in "The Western
Journal of Medical and Physical Sciences," of which he was the
editor. His description of the malady is much more accurate than in
his book on cholera which I have just reviewed. That publication was
poorly regarded by the medical profession of that period since Drake,
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the physicians said, had never seen a case of epidemic cholera and
therefore .did not write with the authority of personal experi~nce.
However, In the October epidemic, Drake saw many cases leading to
such vivid descriptions as follows:
In the night, at 4 o'clock (Richard Dement)
was seized with dreadful vomiting and
diarrhea: threw up the ingesta unaltered, and
at length had rice water discharges from the
bowels; great coldness and severe and painful
cramps supervened; his visage sunk and
became purpliSh; his hands were shrivelled and
blue about the nails, his thirst, restlessness
and desire for fresh air, were extreme, and he
expired about 5 o'clock in the evening.
The Cincinnati Board of Health denied that an epidemic
existed. Drake published the cases in the local gazette, saying that
Cincinnati was in the middle of an epidemic, and that twenty-one
fatal cases had already occurred. The Board of Health, wishing to
avoid panic, denied it and appointed a sanitary commission consisting
of seven of Drake's professional enemies to review the cases. The
sanitary commission reported
(T)hat these diseases have arisen from the
usual exciting causes of bowel affections, or
common cholera morbus, and that several of
them have not been cases of cholera of any
kind.
Regarding the position of the sanl tary commission and the
Board of Health, Drake wrote,
The odds of 7 to 1 (his enemies vs Drake)
seemed fearful, but the contest was for a few
hours only. Before night, the epidemic itself
became umpire, and established the alarming
fact of its existence in every part of the city.
The papers the next morning, October 10,
contained a report by the Board of Health of
four deaths from malignant cholera, and the
Sanitary Committee were (sic) never heard of
again throughout the epidemic.
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The epidemic lasted thirty days and killed five hundred seventy-one
people at a time when the population of Cincinnati was thirty
thousand.
Drake once more argued that cholera was not contagious
since there were no cases in Dayton, Ohio, though stage coaches
traveled between Cincinnati and Dayton each day. He concludes by
straddling the issue saying
-- facts have transpired -- which seem to
support the opinion that epidemic cholera
sometimes spreads by contagion. I c an only
the disease may originate
say that
independently of contagion. -- there can be
no doubt that its contagious power is
extremely feeble, and that it, generally,
almost always indeed, depends on some
unknown epidemic distemperature of the
atmosphere.
Drake advise s about prevention in the same vein as in his
book -- avoid night air, excessive alcohol, fatigue and filth. It
remained for a black man (blacks were affected more than others in
the Cincinnati epidemic) to recommend boiling all drinking water to
prevent the disease. This suggestion was published in the Cincinnati
Daily Gazette in an article by Charles Hammond.
It is an old saying that in every emergency

"even the weak may give some help." Mr.
Henry Boyd, a man of color, has suggested
that the source of cholera is in the water and
that it may be removed by boiling all the
water we use and let it get cool before use.
This is a very simple process which can
produce evil to no one, even our country
friends of the market may boil and bottle their
water before they come to the city and if the
theory be well founded, bring it with them and
incur no risk.
It appears that Drake's antipathy for the idea that cholera
was contagious, and his conviction that animalcules carried on the
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night breezes spread the disease, caused him to miss or neglect this
suggestion. Otherwise, he missed very tittle of major importance.

Richard W. Vilter
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Why Wasn't Daniel Drake a Member of
The Literar y Club

It may have occurred to others to wonder why a man of
Daniel Drake's stamp was not a member of The Literary Club,
considering the things literary founde? by ~im , ~n.d.the qu.ality of :the
operation as we know it. Contemp1atmg hIS activltles durmg the flrst
three years of the life of the Club (1849-1852) suggests an answer.

The Literary Club was organized on October 29, 184~. In
March 1849, Drake resigned his busy and successful professorshlp of
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clinical medicine and pathological anatomy, which he had held at
louisville since 1&39.
Drake always returned to his beloved
Cincinnati from his peripatetic professorships. Both of his daughters
and their families resided here and he was devoted to his family. He
was approaching the age of retirement in the university and was, as
always, heavily engaged in writing and publication, perhaps even
more so than usual. Among other compositions, he was seeing his
magnum opus through the press. It would be difficult to over
estimate the importance of Drake's masterpiece at the time, and the
labor entailed in bringing it to fruition. His Principal Diseases of the
Interior Valley of North America, containing some nineteen hundred
pages, represented a monumental work, in which disease was
conceived as a phase of natural history against a background of
environment. It represented forty years of study, culminating at
exactly the time that The Literary Club was being organized. The
first volume was published in April 1&50.
The Medical College of Ohio, which he had founded, was
undergoing one of its perennial reorganizations in 1849, and he was
persuaded to partake as the professor of special pathology, practice
and clinical medicine. But only for a year, when he returned to
louisville as professor of pathology and the practice of medicine.
Despite his teaching and busy private practice, his fear of dissolution
between the states contending over slavery stimulated his memorial
(1850) to the convention then in the process of adopting a new
constitution for the state of Ohio. In this petition, he said that the
"ingress and residence of emancipated slaves in the free states lies at
the bottom of the difficulties ••• (which have) brought us, apparently,
to the verge of civil war." He proposed a plan whereby the North and
South work in conjunction to resolve the problem.
When his memorial to the Consti tutional Convention
accomplished nothing, he launched into his remarkable letters on
Slavery. A bit of historical background may be useful. With the
termination of the war with Mexico in 1848, the disturbing question
of slavery loomed larger than ever. If it were to be. permi tted in . the
newly acquire d territory which enlarged the domam of ~he UnIted
States by more than a third, the northern states consldered the
menace intolerable. The South contended that Texas, which already
had slavery, must continue so, and that New Mexico and California
should be allowed to choose. The choice made by these latte r states
and Utah against slavery disconcerted the South.
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The orientation of Drake's statesman friends, Daniel
Webster and Henry Clay, toward conciliation, resulted in the passage
of ~h~ famous ~?mpromise Act of 1850.
Instead of placating
hostlht~, the. Fugltlve Slave S:ctio~ of the. act aggravated an already
tense Sl tua tIOn.
Flagrant VIOlatIOn of itS tenets by abolitionists
resulted in threats of secession by the South, who considered it would
be imp~ssible to maintain the Union with men bent upon the
destructlOn of the very framework of their society. Calm heads in
the North arranged meetings throughout the country, stressing
prevention of the constitution and the Union, and especially the
necessity of upholding all regularly enacted laws.
For the previous three decades, Drake had traveled
extensively throughout lower Canada, the Great Lakes region, the
Mississippi Valley and the southern states gathering information for
his classic work on the principal diseases of the interior valley of
North America. As already noted, the first of two volumes appeared
in 1850; the second, unfinished at his death, was published in 1854.
Drake's wide contacts with all segments of the population qualified
him to write authoritatively concerning the condition of the slaves.
Also, it should be noted that he had worked in the fields among the
slaves during his early lifetime. His writing of the Letters on Slavery
was truly a labor of love, an attempt to prevent the conflict that he
foresaw.
The letters were addressed to Dr. John Collins Warren
(1778-1856), one of the most prominent physicians in the United
States.
Warren was a long-time personal friend. He had been
professor of anatomy and surgery at Harvard for many years and
president of the National Medical Convention, later renamed the
American Medical Association.
Founder of the Massachusetts
General Hospital (1811), he introduced ether anesthesia into surgery
(1847). Warren had presided at a Union meeting held in Boston's
Faneuil Hall, on November 26, 1850, notices of which Drake had seen
in the daily press. Drake's feelings in the matter coincided with
Warren's, both men were passionately devoted to the maintenance of
the U.nio~. Warren, ol?er than Drake, had lived when there was no
constltution and no Umon, When law and lustice were nonexistent and
men's hands were turned against their neighbors. He was not about "to
tolerate reverting to the disunion of 17&6.
Both Warren and Drake recognized "the absurdity of
attempting to compel the slave states to eman~ipate the. cOlo.red
people by any sudden or violent process, as It must IOfa\lLbly
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terminate in dissolving the Union." Drake felt that a considered plan
of resolution might not only reenforce Warren's pronouncements, but
might also calm the rapidly mounting tension in both north and south.
Drake's letters appeared in The National Intelligencer
(Washington) on April 3, 4 and 6, 1851. They were introduced by the
editor as the work of one whose name was honored in every part of
the Union, a man of highest character and ability, who wrote with
originality. Since he had been occupied in observing the character
and condition of the people, black and white, in nearly all the states
of the interior valley in preparation for his great work on their
diseases, his testimony was to be regarded of great value. The editor
of the Intelligencer went on to say that one could not place too high
an estimate on the work of the author, who amid arduous professional
duties, found time with no motive besides service, to present so ably
his views on so great and difficult a question .
Drake detested slavery, but was extraordinarily troubled
by the contentious manner with which opposing sides were stating the
case. He regarded with foreboding any threat to the remarkable
experiment in government that was the United States. Drake looked
upon the Midwest as the amalgam of the Union, and himself as a
spokesman for the region.
The letters were characterized by force of style,
of tone and feeling and by logical precision, combined
wlth a thorough knowledge of the subject. They described the
condition of the slaves in the south which Drake knew intimately. He
judged their lot to have been such ameliorated over his lifetime. He
proposed that the slaves not be colonized in the free states, nor
precipitously emancipated in slave states. His observations led him
to conclude that blacks could never rise to equality with whites, in an
environment favorable to and therefore dominated by whites.
Therefore,
he
proposed their
colonization
in
Africa,
a
recommendation he regarded as beneficial for both blacks and whites.
His letters were most timely in the per fervid prewar aura.

m~deration

Drake envisioned the resolution of this complex problem
along three lines: (1) the encouragement of voluntary migration to
Africa of the black who was free to go, and especially to Liberia; (2)
amalgamation and (3) and by far the worst, the encouragement of a
permanent, distinct, subordinate caste. He marshaled the facts with
his usual incisive ability. Today the letters are intensely interesting,
since one hundred thirty-four years after their appearance we still
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are faced with residuals of the problem, among the worst bequeathed
by. our. forefathers.
Abraham Lincoln became interested in the
mlgratlOn plan, but, as far as I know, was not afforded the time had
he wanted to encourage its prosecution. Drake's second and third
ca~e&ories, that is, amalgamation and racism, prevailed more or less,
prmclpally I suppose by reason of indifference. It is only in recent
decades that the black has been afforded opportunity to assume the
responsiblli ty that should be wi thin the purview of any normal citizen
of the United States. If nothing else, Drake's letters on slavery are
illustrative of his exquisite sense of responsibility as a leading
citizen. Drake's biographer, Emmet Horine, who also was a student
of slavery and collected books and documents on the subject, thought
that, had Drake's approach been adopted, the war between the states
might well have been averted.
To return to Drake's commitments at the time of the
founding of The Literary Club, we cannot know, of course, abo~t the
arduousness of Drake's professional duties referred to by the edItor of
the Intelligencer. But it is apparent that his. tin:e was about as
"long-divided" as it was possible to, ~e. ?n considenng. the nature of
commitment, I am reminded of a vlSlt wIth my good friend, the dean
of the Medical College at Columbia University. It w~s in the .1~6?'s
during the era of the activities of the House Unamencan Actlvltles
Committee.
In a series of increasingly involved telephone
conversations, maneuvering to keep one or another of his liberal
faculty members out of the clutches of this committee, he turned to
me and said, considerab\y exasperated: "Do you know why you and 1
never got into trouble of this sort?" "No," 1 said, "why didn't we?"
A t which he exclaimed: "We were too damn busy!" I suppose it is as
simple as that, those busily engaged doing the world's work are not
apt to be caught up in e xtracurricular activity.
Our historian, Eslie Asbury, kindly informed me about
matters literary in the Cincinnati of the mid-nineteenth century.
Drake had his own literary club which met regulady.
A brief
description of it is contained in Mansfie\d's memoirs of the great
man. \t may have been considered lese maiesty for the young
founders of The Literar y Club to have approached the \iterary Hon.
In regretting the absence of the name of Daniet Drake from our
roster, 1 found a point of departure to relate some of the
achi.evements of thi.s many-faceted man. Perhaps Drake could not
have become a member, he was too damn busy' Besides, he may have
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been considered superannuated by the founders, practically none of
them over the hill at thirty years of age.

Charles D. Aring
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Has Our Boy Done Something Wrong?

When Bertold Brecht and Kurt Weill conferred musical
immortality upon a member of the shadow world of post World War I
Germany, a sailor and parttime surgeon of sorts, Mack Heath -- or
Mack the Knife as he was better known -- the author and composer
surely did not have Daniel Drake in mind as a model. When one reads
what some of Drake's contemporaries said and wrote about him,
however, one might be forgiven if that possibility came to mind.
The modern practice of medicine, genteel sport tha: it is,
makes it rather difficult to imagine what it must have been like at
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the da wning of the nineteenth century. . At tha t time t~e
fifteen-year-old Mayslick, Kentucky, lad, Damel ~r.ake, began hlS
apprenticeship with the thirty-four-year-old Dr. William Goforth
whose nam e, it seems, served as a command to young Drake.
Criticism of one's medical colleagues was not unusual
then as now; the most assured way of inviting such criticism was to
intertwine the practice of medicine with teaching.
In late May 1818, Drake, Dr. Coleman Rogers and the
Reverend Elijah Slack inserted an advertisement in the Cincinnati
new spapers and those of fourteen other com muni ties.
Young
~entlemen of the '7'estern. country desirous of studying medicine were
lnfor med that a wlde variety of lectures applicable to the study and
practice of medicine were to be presented during the course of the
year. These proved to be both well-subscribed and popular. Excerpts
from the lectures were reviewed in the press. Given the high level of
scientific understanding by toda y's jour nalists, perhaps our lectures
might improve if subjected to such public scrutiny.
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Several months later, in December 1818, Drake went
before the general assembly of the state of Ohio to ask for charters
for two separate educational institutions.
Both were approved
without a single dissenting vote. One, the Cincinnati College, was
authorized to confer all or any degrees that usually are conferred in
any college within the United States. Twenty prominent citizens
were designate d trustees of Cincinnati College, while the governing
body of the second institution, the V\edical College of Ohio, was its
faculty! This latter step was to prove a disastrous judgment by
Drake, and one whose precedent still brings tears to the eyes -- and
antacids to the medicine cabinets - - of most university presidents.
A series of controversies erupted that continued for at
least thirty years. Emmet Field Horine , viewed as Drake's most
definitive biographer, cites John P. F?ote, bookstor: owner. of .the
time, as well as publisher and author, m what, for ~hlS essaYIst, 1S a
favorite observation. Foote wrote -- one hundred thirty years ago --

The medical profession has always.. been

a rkable for the belligerent propenslt1~s of
rem
d C' ncinnati has furmshed
its professors. " .an i.n ;hiS branch of medical
em inent examples

practice.

enco\
Bald\
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Drake wrote later that his plans for the faculty "required
six professors, three supplied from Cincinnati and it was necessary to
obtain the other three elsewhere." Some physicians in Cincinnati
seized upon the latter phrase as a slur upon them. Drake felt obliged
to publish a letter in which he denied any derogation of local
physicians. As often is the case, the explanation incited even greater
fury - - which helps one appreciate an older brother's advice many
years ago. "Don't explain -- your friends don't need it and your
enemies won't believe it!"
A ttacking Drake at the time was Dr. Oliver B. Baldwin,
who attempted to publish a derogatory statement in two of the
leading Cincinnati newspapers. Their edi tors refused publication
unless the a rticle was modified. As is also true today, at least in
scientific efforts, you can always find someone who will publish it,
and the editor of the newly founded Literary Cadet agreed. Baldwin
described an early December morning visit by Drake to his lodgings.
This morning when it was scarcely light, while
I was in bed asleep, my boy having gone for
some fire and left my office door unlocked,
Dr. Drake entered with club in hand, drew a
note from his pocket, ordering me to sign it,
holding at the same time the club over my
head. The substance of the note was, that I
withdraw the piece about to appear in answer
to him in today's paper. This I refused; He
seized me, unarmed and in bed, by the throat,
and s~id I should; at the same time raising the
club in the act of striking me. I immediately
seized the club, and endeavored to protect
myself; I then left in haste, to procure some
weapon and dress myself. As soon as I had
done so, 1 returned and found he had
disappeared.
Not surprisingly, Drake's description of that early morning
encounter differed in certain details from that provided by Dr.
Baldwin. Drake wrote,
Dr. Baldwin
of the City
house with
committing

had me indicted by the Grand Jury
Court for unlawfully entering his
intent to do mischief, and for
upon him an assault and battery.
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It appeared, however in evidence at the trial
that I went in a peaceable manner, t~
remonstrate against the publication which has
already been referred t o; that I did not
unlawfuUy enter his house; that while in it I
did ~ commit an assa ul t and battery upon
him; but he got alarmed at my insisting that
he stop his intended publication, "and left in
haste" for an adjoining t ave rn; and that when
he started from his own door I ran a few steps
after him to get him fa irly under way.
Parenthetically, I reme mber in my youth, together with
some friends, helping ourselves -- wi t hout permission -- to apples
from a neighbor's tree -- and the ne ighbor finding us out there also
helped us get fairly under way. Dra ke continues,
For this, the jury, not on his testimony, but
that of bystanders, c onvi cted me of an assault
only, and the court fine d me ten dollars.
Dr. Drake did not lack for adversaries. One of his most
implacable was an Irish ge ntlem en who had received his medical
degree from the University of Edl nburgh and settled in Cincinnati.
Dr. John Moorhead never became a U.S. citizen and Drake did Ii ttle
to smooth over their freque nt diffe rences by referring regularly to
Moorhead as "the foreigner." P r portedly, Drake inflicted a scalp
wound and a black eye on . oorhead during one encounter -- and
Moorhead, whose corner lac ed an yone with the skills of, say, the
Legendary Whitey Bimste in, los! the round. On a later occasion, it is
said that Moorhead, after
usual exchange of unpleasantries,
knocked Drake unconscio us b striking him on the head with a sack
filled with silver dollars -- pre
ably more than thirty --. With a
ore , Moorhead is said then to have
'f lair it is difficult not to a
walked casually down Thir d S eet t o deposit his money in the bank.
Drake, in fai r ne~ as not normally give~ t~ p~ysical
violence and is known to
e declined at least two lO'Htatlons to
duel. He certainly did no s Y away from controversy, ~owever, and
when it came to the use of language in combat, he snnply had no
e ual l\s one reads his esponses to often coarse and vulgar at~acks,
q.
.
the presenc e of a master. He gave new meanmg to
one recognlzes
n
th e terms insult and "0 ect ive. He referred to one former co ea?ue
as having "an exem pl ary contempt for truth." On another occaSlon,
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responding to published attacks by a former coUeague
returned from a trip to France -- Drake wrote,

Dudley, just

I was so credulous as to suppose that a trip to
Europe might have add~d somethin.,g to his
natural inanity.
In thIS, however, I .was
disappointed. In my first interview I percelved
the ensigns of Paris foppery to have nearly
obscured the slender stock of intellect on
which they were engrafted, -_ while a closer
inspection soon convinced me that ego~isr~,
ignorance and sycophancy had formed withm
him an unholy alliance.
Lest we believe that Drake was quick to forgive, Dr.
Horine re rninds us of a publication in which Drake treats with Or.
Alban Smith, author of dishonest and false attacks on Drake OVer
S mi Ih '5 no m de pI ume , or, more aCCura Ie Iy, his nom de g uerre;
Yindex! Drake commented: "A smatterer in Anatomy __ in surgery a
mechaniC;
a or
man
whose__fondest
friends have not claimed for him
ei ther talent
science
."
A t the age of sixty, Daniel Drake wrote a series of letters
wrote,
to his children reminiScing On his boyhood in Kentucky. In one Drke

On the morning, the first duty was to aScend
the ladder which always stood, leaning behind
the door, to the lOft, and look through the
cracks for Indians, lest they might have
planted themselves near the door, to rush in
when the strong crossbar shoUld be removed.

Happily, no attack eVer was made on their cabin. I
wonder, however, Whether Ihat early childhood training in dealing
with the perils of frontier and forest may have helped prepare Drake
for his later dealings with certain of his profesSional coHeagues.
Drake set a"de blunderbuss and blade, and, instead, employed
lnteHect, energy, acute powers of observation unswerving honesty
and, yes, com ba ti vena ture when prov oke d, '. _ all this gathered
to gether by a Com mand 0 f language, wit and sty Ie that are di fficult
to match. To realize that his formal education rude as it was ended
at M;e nJ,!!;, When he and his last teacher __ the marvelously' named
!:!tram Mtram Cur!):, parted ways. Mr. Curry and his rod had carried
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young Drake through the mult iplication tables by three, at which
poInt Hiram Miram, padegogically speaking, ran out of gas. Drake
went off with his father to help clear the land on their new property
and had no more formal education until he headed off to Philadelphia
for his five months of medical lectures and an M.D. degree.
A friend of mine once commented that the world's most
successful sabbatical was when Isaac I ewton, in a year when Oxford
was closed because of the plague, described the calculus ~ his three
laws of motion. Perhaps so, but in re gional terms, Dr. Drake's
accomplishments come in not too far down the list.

S anley B. Troup

